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Abstract

There are few computer-aided approaches that provide a model-based usability evaluation using

empirical data. This paper proposes a solution that allows designers to remotely evaluate the usabil-

ity of interactive software applications with the support of automatic tools, empirical data, and the

task model of the application. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

While the importance of usability engineering (i.e. the usability evaluation of interac-

tive applications based on the use of structured methods) is generally recognised, there is

still a lack of what Nielsen called computer-aided usability engineering (Nielsen, 1993).

Indeed, despite the many tasks in the usability-engineering life cycle that could be

performed more ef®ciently with computerised tools, a limited number of such automatic

tools are available for this purpose and these usually provide rather limited support. More

precisely, while work on providing some tool support for measuring the interactive use of

applications has been ongoing for years (see for example Olsen and Halversen, 1988), less

attention has been paid on how to use such an automatic support to identify more precisely

errors in user interactions and, consequently, the problematic parts of a user interface.

To decide what automatic support should be provided, in our method, we started from

the assumption that both empirical data and models relevant to designing interactive

systems (such as task models) can give useful information in usability evaluations. In
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the former case it is possible to gather information concerning the real use of an applica-

tion, whereas in the latter case task or user models provide meaningful support to evaluate

both the speci®cation of a user interface design and the concrete interactive software

artefact. However, there are few methods able to integrate the relevant information gath-

ered by these two types of approaches.

In addition, while the importance of analysing the actual performance of real users is

generally recognised, usability testing is not widely used because it is highly time-consum-

ing and expensive to bring users and evaluators together for a usability experiment and to

perform analysis of empirical data, which is mainly manual.

A solution might be enabled by the rapidly growing number of Internet connections in

most working (and non-working) environments. By remotely gathering user performance

data and analysing it with the support of task models, we aim to furnish usability evalua-

tors with a powerful tool and thereby improve the ef®ciency of usability testing.

In this paper we present our solution, a method called RemUSINE, that is supported by

an associated automatic tool and requires the development of the task model correspond-

ing to the application considered. This work is based on previous experiences in this area

(Lecerof and PaternoÁ, 1998) and adds a substantial contribution with respect to it because:

² it now supports the possibility of remote usability evaluation;

² it provides a new method, and a new related automatic tool, able to algorithmically

analyse large amounts of usability data and then give a richer set of information,

including an analysis of several sessions (an introduction to these new possibilities

was given in PaternoÁ and Ballardin (1999);

² it reports on experiences developed in the application of RemUSINE to a real case study

in an industrial software development environment.

In the paper, we ®rst discuss the previous work in the usability evaluation area to

indicate where our contribution ®ts in and how it provides original solutions. Next, we

introduce the architecture of the environment associated with RemUSINE. We describe its

main phases and then provide examples of results taken from a real case study, and ®nally

discuss the advantages of our method and give some concluding remarks and indications

for further work.

2. Related works

Usability engineering (Nielsen, 1993) concerns the development of systematic methods

to support usability evaluation. Various types of approaches have been proposed for this

purpose.

Model-based approaches to usability evaluation use models, usually task or user

models, to support this evaluation. They often aim to produce quantitative predictions

of how well users will be able to perform tasks with a proposed design. Usually, the

designer starts with an initial task analysis and a proposed interface design. The designer

then uses an engineering model (like GOMS; Card et al., 1983) to ®nd the usability

problems of the interface. While model-based evaluation is useful to highlight relevant
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aspects in the evaluation, it does not include empirical information, and predictions in

some cases can be disproved by the real user behaviour. Thus, it is important to ®nd

methods that allow designers to combine meaningful models and empirical information.

An attempt in this direction is USAGE (Byrne et al., 1994) that provides a tool supporting

a method where the user actions, required to execute an application action in UIDE, are

analysed by the NGOMSL approach. However, this information is still limited in compar-

ison with that contained in the logs of the user actions performed during work sessions.

Recently, some work has been carried out to derive GOMS models from user log analyses

(Hudson et al., 1999) whereas our purpose is to use the logs to analyse possible

mismatches between the user behaviour and the application task model.

In empirical testing, the behaviour of real users is considered. It can be very expensive

and can have some limitation. It requires long observations of users' behaviour. Often

these observations are supported by video that can be annotated by some tool. Even

observing videos of user behaviour, either in work places or in a usability laboratory,

can take designers a lot of time (a complete analysis can take more than ®ve times the

duration of the video) and some relevant aspects can still be missed.

In inspection-based techniques to usability evaluation, designers analyse a user inter-

face or its description. Several of these techniques, such as heuristic evaluation, cognitive

walkthrough, and software guidelines, have been found useful but limited because they are

dependent on the ability of the evaluator, require multiple evaluators, or miss some

relevant problems (Jeffries et al., 1991).

In recent years there has been increased interest in remote usability evaluation (Hartson

et al., 1996), where evaluators are separated in time and/or space from users. This

approach has been introduced for many reasons:

² The increasing availability and improvement of network connections, all kind of work

environments are going to be connected to Internet; this implies the use of software

applications and the possibility of exchanging information on their use by remote

connections.

² The cost and the rigidity of laboratory-based usability evaluation. A well-equipped

usability laboratory costs a considerable amount of money. In addition, it requires users

to move to the laboratory which can be time-consuming for the users, especially when

extensive testing has to be performed, and in some cases users do not like to move or

their time is particularly costly.

² A need for decreasing costs of usability evaluation to make it more affordable. Usability

evaluation should be a fundamental issue in measuring the software quality because if

users have problems, they are not likely to use it even if it is functionally correct.

However, it is not yet in the current practise of most software companies and so

such an introduction is likely to occur only if the use of cheap methods, not requiring

expensive tools is proposed.

There are various approaches in remote usability evaluation. One interesting approach

is instrumented or automated data collection for remote evaluation, where tools are used to

collect and return a journal or log of the interactions performed by the user. These data are
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analysed later on, for example using pattern recognition techniques, however the results

obtained are often rather limited for the evaluation of an interactive application.

We think that task models can provide additional support for analysing such data.

However, to this end it is necessary that task models are powerful, non-prescriptive,

and ¯exible. This means they should be able to describe dynamic and concurrent activities

with the possibility of interruptions or choices among them. To support this analysis, task

models should be re®ned to indicate precisely how tasks should be performed in the

application considered. In particular, for our analysis we need to develop the task

model of the application, i.e. how the design of the application requires that tasks be

performed, considering also the possibility that, in some cases, a goal can be reached in

different ways.

3. The RemUSINE method

If we consider current approaches, brie¯y summarised in Section 1, we can notice a lack

of methods that are able at the same time:

² To support the evaluation of many users without requiring a heavy involvement of

designers;

² To gather information on the users' behaviour at their work place without expensive

equipment;

² To apply expressive and ¯exible task models to the evaluation of logs of user events,

thus linking model-based and empirical evaluations. Current automatic tools, such as

ErgoLight (Harel, 1999), that support usability evaluation by task models, use simple

notations to specify such models, thus still depending on the evaluator to identify

problematic parts.

RemUSINE addresses all three of these issues. We aim to evaluate applications that can be

used by many users located in different places. The users' behaviour can be detected using

automatic logging tools that store in ®les all the user-generated events during the work

sessions. Logging tools are able to get this information without disturbing users' work.

This information is analysed with the support of the task model to identify deviations in

users' behaviours and to understand whether they are motivated by usability problems. In

order to perform the automatic analysis, RemUSINE requires the following input (Fig. 1):

² The log ®les of the user interactions. With a logging tool it is possible to automatically

generate a ®le containing all the events performed by a user during a work session. One

or more of these ®les can be used to create the log-task table.

² The log-task association table. This table creates an association between the physical

events that are generated by the user while interacting with the application and the basic

interaction tasks (the tasks that cannot be further decomposed in the task model and

require only one action to be performed). This association is a key point in our method

because through it we can use the task model to analyse the user behaviour.

² The task model, it is speci®ed using the ConcurTaskTrees notation (PaternoÁ, 1999) for

specifying task models.
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In our method we can distinguish three phases:

² Preparation phase, that is mainly the development of the task model (there is an editor

publicly available at http://giove.cnuce.cnr.it/ctte.html for this purpose) and the asso-

ciation between physical user-generated events, extracted by log ®les, and the basic

interaction tasks of the task model;

² The execution of the evaluation tool, during which the tool ®rst elaborates for each task

the related precondition (if any) from the temporal relationships de®ned in the task

model, and next uses this information to elaborate its results: the errors performed, task

patterns, duration of the performance of the tasks and so on.

² The analysis of the results of the evaluation tool. In this phase, the designer can provide

suggestions to improve the user interface by using the information generated by the

RemUSINE tool.

By analysing the logs generated during users' sessions, RemUSINE is able to identify

user errors. For example, it can detect attempts to activate an interaction that was not

allowed because some precondition was not satis®ed, or the user selected elements of the

user interface that were not selectable.

A user action is considered an error if it is not useful to support the current task. One

problem is how to automatically identify the tasks that the user intends to perform. To this

end the knowledge of the actions performed by the user can be useful because, for

example, if the user tries to submit an electronic form and s/he does not ®ll all the
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mandatory ®elds, it is possible to understand what the current user intention is (submitting

a form) by detecting the related action, for example the selection of a Send button. Besides,

a similar precondition error highlights that there is a problem with the user interface, as it

probably does not highlight suf®ciently what the mandatory ®elds of the form are.

4. The preparation phase

There are various tools available to automatically collect data on the user-generated

events during an interactive session. For example, JavaStar (http://www.sun.com/ forte/

testingtools/javastar.html) is able to log interactions with Java applications or applets, and

QCReplay (http://www.centerline.com/productline/qcreplay/qcreplay.html) can log inter-

actions with applications written in various programming languages.

They provide ®les that indicate what events occurred and when they occurred. Typical

events considered are mouse click, text input, and mouse movements. When user interface

elements such as menu, pull-down menu are selected, they are able also to indicate what

menu element was selected. The resulting ®les are editable text ®les. Similarly, using the
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ConcurTaskTrees editor it is possible to save the task model speci®cation in a ®le for

further modi®cations and analysis.

In RemUSINE, there is a part of the tool that is dedicated to the preparation phase whose

main purpose is to create the association between logs of user events and the basic

interaction tasks of the task model. This association is then used to analyse the user

interactions with the support of the task model.

In the preparation phase (as you can see in Fig. 2), the evaluator can load one log ®le and

one ®le with the task model. The lists of elements contained in the two ®les appear in two

different, parallel columns. In the task-related part only the basic interaction tasks appear,

as they are the only elements that can be associated with logged events. While each basic

task is indicated only once in the list, the number of times that one speci®c event appears in

the related list depends on the session considered and the number of times the user

performed it during such a session.

One basic task can be associated with one or more events. For example, selecting the

next ®eld of a graphical form in some application could be done by mouse selection,

PageDown key or the down arrow key. Contrarywise, any given event is always associated

with only one basic task. An event is identi®ed by the type of action (such as mouse press,

mouse release, multi-click) and the associated widget where it occurs.

The designer then has to select one physical event, and the corresponding basic task, and

add this association to the table containing all of them by the related button. The list of

basic tasks indicates only those tasks that still need to be associated with an event. The

associations performed can be displayed by the Associations pull-down menu. In case of

mistakes, the designer can remove elements from this list by the Remove button. The

associations can be saved in a ®le and loaded later on for further expansions or for the

evaluation phase.

This association needs to be made only once to evaluate as many user sessions with the

considered application as desired. Indeed, the log/task table contains the information

required by the evaluation tool by mapping all the possible interaction basic tasks with

the corresponding user-generated events. Each session is associated with one sequence of

events belonging to the set of input events that can be generated interacting with the

interactive application considered. Thus, to evaluate a new session it is suf®cient to

provide the relative log ®le and, exploiting the log/task association table previously

created, the tool can analyse such a session with the support of the task model. This is

possible because, for each event in the log, the tool, by analysing the association table, can

immediately indicate whether there is a task associated with it and, in the positive case,

what task it is.

5. The execution of the evaluation tool

Our method can generate a wide variety of results that can be useful for the evaluator.

There are two main types of information that RemUSINE provides:

² Interactive analysis of a log of events, it is possible to interactively execute the log of

events with RemUSINE. For each event, the tool indicates what task is associated with
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it, what other tasks were available when they occurred, if the task associated had

preconditions veri®ed when the event occurred, and, in case such preconditions were

not satis®ed, what tasks had to be performed before in order to satisfy them (Fig. 3).

² summary and statistical information on the user sessions, such as duration, number of

tasks failed and completed, number of errors, number of scrollbar or windows moved

(see Fig. 4), more detailed information for the tasks considered, and some graphical

representations of such results. When tasks are counted we consider all the tasks in the

ConcurTaskTrees speci®cation thus including both basic and high levels tasks.

The more detailed information about the tasks include:

² A display of the accomplished tasks and how many times they are performed.

² A display of the tasks the user tried to perform but failed because their preconditions

were not satis®ed, and how many times each task failed.

² A display of the tasks the user never tried to perform. This information can be useful to

identify parts of the user interface that are either useless or dif®cult to achieve for the

users; this result is more dif®cult to obtain with other approaches based on observations.

² A display of all the errors divided into precondition errors and others.

² A display of the task patterns found (speci®c sequences of tasks) among the
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accomplished tasks (see Fig. 5). The presentation shows ®rst the frequency and next the

pattern, and orders them by frequency. Patterns are useful to identify sequence of tasks

frequently performed by users. This information can be useful to try to improve the

design so as to speed-up the performances of such sequences of tasks.

² A display of the entire result from the evaluation in temporal order. It is also possible to

save this result in a ®le for loading it at a later moment.

The different graphs, showing the data from the evaluation in different manners, are:

² the Tasks/Time chart graph with the tasks on the x-scale and how long they took to

perform on the y-scale (see Fig. 6). To make such a representation more readable, we

split it into two parts: that related to basic tasks and that related to high level tasks. In

case of analysis of a group of sessions, for each task the related bar chart highlights the

fastest, the slowest and the average performance in the group of sessions considered.

² the Errors/Time graph with the number of errors on the y-scale and the time on the x-scale.

² the Tasks/Errors chart graph containing the number of precondition errors associated with

each task.

² the Tasks/Completed chart graph containing the number of times the tasks were performed.

² the Errors and Tasks pie chart containing the different types of errors and their percentage,
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and another containing the number of tasks accomplished, missed and never attempted (see

for example Fig. 7).

It is possible to provide all this information related to a single user session or to groups of

user sessions. To apply the tool to groups of sessions, it is also useful to identify any abnormal

behaviour occurring in a session. For example, a task that was performed over a long time just

because the user was interrupted by external factors (such as answering a telephone call)

during its accomplishment.

The tool allows evaluators also to identify situations where the user shows dif®culties on

how to progress in the interaction for example by selecting the on-line help.

6. The analysis of the tool results

Identifying errors in the analysis of the logs indicates a mismatch between the user

behaviour and the task model associated with the application.

The reasons for this mismatch can be various: in some cases the user interface imposes

illogical constraints, so it has to be changed in order to support a more ¯exible task model

closer to that of the user. For example, the user interface imposes a sequential order
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between two tasks, while they could be performed in any order because there is no logical

dependency between their execution. In other cases, the task model associated with the

interactive application describes the desired behaviour, but the design of the user interface

is not effective and the user does not understand how to perform the desired task, thus

changes have to be introduced. For example, using more explicative labels.

For each error identi®ed, it is useful to prepare a short report structured in four ®elds:

² The problem: an indication of the problem highlighted by the error identi®ed.

² The identi®cation: a description of how the error has been identi®ed.

² The cognitive motivation: a description of the possible cognitive problems that can have

generated the problem.

² The solution proposed: an indication for improving the user interface design so as to

avoid new occurrences of the problem detected.

The cognitive cause of the error can be identi®ed by analysing the possible phases of a

user interaction according to the Norman's model (Norman, 1988).

² Intention, the user intended to perform the wrong task. An example of intention

problem is when the user tries to send an electronic form without ®lling all the manda-

tory ®elds. So, the intention was wrong according to the state of the application.

² Action, the task the user intended to perform was correct but the actions supporting it

were wrong. An example of action error is when the user wants to answer positively to a

question but instead of pressing the y key s/he selects the t key which is just beside.

² Perception,the user has dif®culties in perceiving or correctly perceiving the information

that is provided by the application. A perception problem is when the user takes a long

time to ®nd the user interface element necessary to perform the next task.

² Interpretation, the use misinterpreted the information provided by the application. An

interpretation problem is when there is a More Info button but the user misunderstands

for what topic more information is available.

7. The case study and its task model

In this section, we introduce a case study where we applied the RemUSINE approach to

parts of an application developed by a software company. The purpose of this application

is to provide a web interface to companies that must electronically register to a national

centre to be authorised in their activities.

The ®nal task model included 107 tasks structured into 8 levels with 69 basic tasks. We

considered only a part of the application: that implemented in Java to support some user

interactions. We did not evaluate the ®nal application but an advanced prototype where

some features were not completely included. We used JavaStar to log user events during

their sessions.

The application supported various features: there was a Security Environment allowing

a fast and safe registration by Internet, it supported exchange of documents and requests in

a protected way, and some documentation on the application was available for the users.
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The part of the application that we considered was mainly structured in a set of presen-

tations linearly ordered with the possibility for the user to go backward and forward in

such a linear order. At each presentation, the user had to provide some information. To

help the user in the navigation a diagram representing all the phases, and highlighting the

current phase in such a representation, was included in the various user interface presenta-

tions.

In the session tests all the users received the same goal to achieve: to register a company

using some prede®ned data that were provided to them initially by the evaluator.

The ®rst levels of the task model describe that the application ®rst presents some general

information, then asks users to choose what they want to access: the part of the application

that supports set up of a secure access or other parts of the national centre web site or

general documents. At any time, the session can be disabled by either a window manager

command or a dedicated button. More detailed descriptions of parts of the task model of

the application will be described in the next section.

8. Examples of usability problems found

To illustrate how our method works, we can consider some examples gathered from our

case study. By these simple examples, we can show how our method works once it has

calculated the preconditions for all the tasks. Given a task model speci®ed in ConcurTask-

Trees the tool automatically identi®es the preconditions for each task. In this context, the

preconditions of a task are those tasks that must be performed beforehand to allow its

correct accomplishment.

We show the part of the log where an error was identi®ed, then we discuss how the error

occurred and was found by showing the corresponding user interface and the associated

part of the task model. In the part of the log that we show we have removed useless

information for our tool.

8.1. The user forgot to ®ll a mandatory ®eld

As it is described in the task model relevant to the part of the application considered in

this paragraph, users can handle some information concerning their enterprise. This task

can be disabled ([. operator) when the user wants to cancel the editing performed and go
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Table 1

Example of log

1 JS.lookup (ªCodeº).typeString(ª501d636º, 0, 0);

2 JS.delay (55690);

3 JS.lookup (ªIdentify_Numberº).multiClick(4,12,16,1);

4 JS.lookup (ªIdentify_Number ª).typeString(ªBPLL-001-HMFº, 0, 0);

5 JS.lookup (ªAddressº).multiClick(3,10,16,1);

6 JS.lookup (ªAddressº).typeString(ªStreet H. Smith, 111 Londonº, 0, 0);

7 JS.lookup (ªUser_Typeº).multiClick(3,11,16,1);

8 JS.lookup (ªUser_Type ª).typeString(ªd10º, 0, 0);

9 JS.lookup (ªForwardº).buttonPress();

10 JS.lookup (ªScreen1º).dialog(ªcli..º, ªErrorº).button(ªOKº).buttonPress();
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back to the starting presentation or when s/he closes the session ([ ] is the operator

indicating that a choice between two tasks has to be performed) (Fig. 8). Once the user

has provided the requested information s/he can go forward in the application. Editing

information means selecting some ®elds (code, identi®er, address, user type) and then ( q

is the sequential operator) providing the relative information. The editing of the various

®elds can be done in any order (uuu is the concurrent operator). The help task is optional

(optional tasks have their name in squared brackets).

In the excerpt of log that we consider, the user had to ®ll all the ®elds of the ªUser
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Fig. 9. The layout of the ®rst example.

Table 2

Second example of log

1 JS.lookup (ªPasswordº).typeString(ªabc123\nº, 0, 0);

2 JS.lookup (ªPasswordº).fkey(40,0); /* Down */

3 JS.lookup (ªR_Passwordº).mousePressed(4,9,16);

4 JS.lookup (ªR_Passwordº).mouseReleased(4,12,16);

5 JS.lookup (ªR_Passwordº).typeString(ªabc123º, 0, 0);

6 JS.lookup (ªForwardº).buttonPress();
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Informationº Frame (see Fig. 9). More precisely, the user types the ®rst part of the code

(action 1)(Table 1). Between each couple of user actions the logging tool provides infor-

mation on the amount of time passed (action 2), we will not show the other similar

information for sake of brevity. Then the user selects the Identify Number ®eld (action

3) and provides the identity number (action 4). Similarly, the user selects address and user

type ®elds and provides the relevant values (actions 5-6-7-8) and, ®nally, selects the

forward button (action 9) and s/he gets an error message (action 10).

To summarise, the problem was the user did not ®ll the second ®eld of the code,

highlighted in Fig. 9, before moving to the next phase of the application. RemUSINE

detected the error because the user selected the Forward button without ®rst ®lling both the

®elds associated with the code as indicated in the task model. This was an interpretation

problem. The user did not understand that both ®elds should have been ®lled. A possible

solution is to add a label indicating that it is mandatory to ®ll both ®elds of the code.

Another solution is to disable the Forward button until the user has provided all the

mandatory information.

8.2. The user selects a wrong key to perform a task

In this second example (Fig. 10), the user had to ®ll both text ®elds in the frame ªKey

Passwordº (Fig. 11). S/he wrote (Table 2) his/her password ªabc123º (action 1) in the ®eld

ªPasswordº, and then s/he pressed the ArrowDown key (action 2) to select the second

®eld. But this was a wrong operation, so s/he had to select with the mouse the ªR_Pass-

wordº ®eld (actions 3 and 4) and re-write the password ªabc123º (action 5).

The user attempted to select the next ®eld using the ArrowDown key. Thus in this

session, s/he performed a wrong action to perform the SelCon®rmPassword task. RemU-

SINE detected the error. The user intention was wrong because s/he thought s/he was

allowed to use the key. Here there are two possible solutions to improve the user interface:

either adding a label indicating that it is mandatory to select a ®eld by mouse before ®lling

it or allowing the use of additional keys such as ArrowDown.

8.3. The user selects non-interactive part of the user interface

In this example, the user starts the insertion of the user information. If we look at the log,

in Table 3, we can note that then s/he starts to select the image on the left side of the frame

to ®nd some information (actions 1±6). But this is not possible. So, using the window

manager command in the top-right side of the frame, s/he dismisses it (action 7), and asks

help in the main menu (action 8).

In the log the Multiclick event is associated with double-clicking. In this example, the

problem was that the user tried to interact with the left panel (see Figs. 9 and 11) that was

not interactive. RemUSINE detected the problem because there were various events not

associated with any task. This was a user interpretation problem. The user saw the area

with the various phases and s/he probably thought that it could have been used to move to

the next one. A solution is to add a label indicating that the panel is used only to give

feedback on the state of the application and that the back and forward buttons should be

used to move to different parts of the application.
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9. Comparing RemUSINE with empirical video-based evaluation

It can be interesting to compare our approach with empirical video-based evaluation.

The software company where we performed our experiment also applied such a technique

to analyse the sessions evaluated with RemUSINE. They had an equipped usability

laboratory where they performed user testing. The sessions were video-recorded for

later analysis using MUSIC (Bevan, 1995) tools.

The time required for applying our usability evaluation method (which will be indicated
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Table 3

The third example of the log

1 JS.lookup (ªImageº).mousePressed(65,82,16);

2 JS.lookup (ªImageº).mouseReleased(69,81,16);

3 JS.lookup (ªImageº).multiClick(45,78,16,1);

4 JS.lookup (ªImageº).multiClick(45,78,16,1);

5 JS.lookup (ªImageº).multiClick(45,78,16,1);

6 JS.lookup (ªImageº).multiClick(45,78,16,1);JS.lookup(ªImageº). MultiClick(45,78,16,1);

7 JS.lookup (ªWizardUserInformationº).destroy();

8 JS.lookup (ªSecurityº).menubar().menu(ªHelpº).item(ªUsefulInformationº).action();

Fig. 11. The user interface of the second example.



as tRemUSINE) can be divided into ®ve parts:

1. Record of logs using a logging tool such as JavaStar o QCReplay. It will be indicated as

tLogging.

2. Developing of the task model, indicated as tBuild.

3. Solution of problems in using RemUSINE, problems can be caused by incomplete task

models, or incomplete association between logs and basic tasks, or other problems,

tProblems.

4. Generation of the results tResults.

5. Analysis of the results provided by RemUSINE, indicated as tAnalysis.

Consequently, we have that:

tRemUSINE � tLogging 1 tBuild 1 tProblems 1 tResults1tAnalysis

Now we can consider each component of this time. The tLogging time is only the time

required by the operator to perform the tasks, we do not require effort from the evaluator

to supervise the sessions but only from the user and the test designer (if any). The users'

sessions can be run in parallel whereas with video-based evaluation evaluators have to

observe the users and so if only one evaluator is available then s/he has to run sequentially

the tests.

The tbuild depends on the designer/evaluator (often the same person has the two roles). It

has to be spent only once to build the task model of the application considered. It is

independent from the number of users that will be used in the test phase. It depends on

the complexity of the application, the knowledge of the application that the person devel-

oping it has and the experience in task modelling of this person. In some cases, the task

model can be built before the evaluation phase to support the design phase. In these cases,

it does not require additional time. In our experience having the application available (we

consider medium-large applications), the time required to develop 95% of the correspond-

ing task models can vary from half a day to a few days. We say 95% of the model because

often during the evaluation of the applications evaluators may discover that some small

re®nements are necessary.

It is dif®cult to give a quantitative indication of tProblems. In our experience, all the

problems related to the preparation phase of RemUSINE are removed after analysis of

5-6 sessions that usually takes as long as the sessions themselves.

tResults can be neglected as RemUSINE can give its results in a few minutes.

tAnalysis depends on the ability of the evaluator and is proportional to the number of users.

On an average it has the same duration as the session because the tool helps in identifying

the problematic parts. Thus, we can conclude that:

tRemUSINE ù tbuild 1 tProblems 1 2 p number of sessions p tLogging

As we can see, only in the third factor's time increases with the number of users. Now we

can compare the time required by our method and that required by video-based analysis. In

Nielsen (1993), the time required for video-based analysis is between 3 and 10 times the

session duration. We can indicate with K �3 # K # 10� these factor. In our case study it

was 5 times.
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Indicating with tReg, the time required for the user session, we obtain the evaluation time

is:

TVideoAnalysis � K p tReg p number of sessions

Note that we do not report any ®xed time to compare our method with the best case of the

video-based method. Fig. 12 illustrates that with more than a certain number of user

sessions, our method is better in terms of time.

Here we assume average session duration to be 30 min. We can assume that one

complete session analysis requires 2.5 h, thus in one day (7.5 h) three sessions are

analysed, and in one week (37.5 h) 15 sessions are analysed with video-based analysis.

Consequently, 10 sessions would require 25 h.

If we consider the same sessions using RemUSINE, assuming two days to develop the

task model (15 h) and 3 h to solve the problems, then 1 session analysis with RemUSINE

requires 19 h, 3 sessions require 21 h, 10 sessions require 28 h and 15 sessions require

33 h. Thus, RemUSINE starts to be convenient, from a time point of view, after 12

sessions.

However, the time requested is not the only parameter to take into account when

comparing evaluation methods. Different methods may ®nd different problems. In our

case, we found good overlap among the issues raised by the two methods. However, some

user clicking was detected by RemUSINE but not in video-based analysis because the user

movements in performing them were minimal.

In addition, the video-based analysis is also more expensive as it requires a usability

laboratory with the relevant equipment and the commercial software for supporting analy-

sis of videos.

10. Conclusions and future work

We have described our method to support usability evaluation with the associated

automatic tool. We have seen that the ®nal complete application is not required,

because the method can be applied on prototypes of part of an application. The

approach proposed requires the development of task models. The notation we use

for this purpose allows us to overcome some limitations of task modelling (scal-

ability and rigidity). The notation is tool-supported, thus making the process of

development and analysis of task models easier. It also provides a rich set of

operators to describe temporal relationships among tasks that allow designers to

describe multiple sequences of tasks to reach the same goal or concurrent perfor-

mance of multiple tasks. For sake of brevity, in the paper, we have included small

excerpts from the case study considered. In PaternoÁ and Mancini (1999), there is a

description of how we developed the task model of an adaptable hypermedia

containing museum information and supporting three user models.

We have found the method suitable for graphical applications with a well-de®ned

set of tasks to support (examples are graphical editors, on line services for citizens

or enterprises, user interfaces for cellular phones). In these cases, it provides a
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useful evaluation (especially for medium-large applications with dynamic dialogues

and many users).

This method needs to be integrated with other techniques in applications where it is

dif®cult to automatically identify the user's goals. Such dif®culties may arise mainly for

two reasons: the ®rst is that the application has a ¯at structure, supporting any tasks at any

time, even in concurrent ways, with low or no dependency among them. The second

possibility occurs when modelling the tasks supported by the application is dif®cult (for

example, in highly adaptive interfaces that have particularly complicated rules determin-

ing the changes in the set of tasks supported).

Future work will integrate screen dumps, automatically taken (not by cameras but

directly from the screen) when some types of events occur, into the logs of events. This

visual information can be helpful during the identi®cation and analysis of the errors

detected.

In our method, when we compute the time required by the user to perform

tasks we do not distinguish between time spent by the system and that spent by

the user either in internal cognitive activities or in interacting with applications.

This was because the system time was very small in the application considered,

since both client and server were running on the same host during the test phase.

However, especially if our method is used to evaluate remote web applications

where the time spent because of network delay can be considerable, then it

becomes important to consider it. Thus, we plan to integrate techniques to identify

the time spent in network (an example is in Fuller (1996)) or system delay in our

method.
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